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“Learning is everything else is just information -Albert Einstein

Lifelong learning is about creating and maintaining a positive
attitude to learning both for personal and professional
development. Lifelong learning can enhance our understanding
of the world around us, provide us with more and better
opportunities and improve our quality of life.
“It is a continuous supportive process which stimulates and
empowers individuals to acquire all the knowledge, values, skills
and understanding they will require throughout their lifetimes and
to apply them with confidence, creativity and enjoyment, in all
roles circumstances, and environments.”
Lifelong learners are motivated to learn and develop because
they want to: it is a deliberate and voluntary act.
At P-PROSKEP, we have a “clearer view on future skills and
employee needs.” Our emphasis on skills mastery through a learnby-doing approach is fueled by our desire to see every student we
teach be in-demand. Our compact, flexible, and engaging offerings
are expressly built to make lifelong learning possible for all who
commit to pursue it.
Be the voracious learner………
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Messages
I am glad to learn that the Department of P-PROSKEP at Poornima Institute of
Engineering and Technology is bringing out second issue of its biannual newsletter
“SPUNK-2016” with focus on “Lifelong Learning” theme. Such newsletters provide an
appropriate medium of sharing information and creative skills of students and faculty on
relevant issues.
In the competitive dynamic scenario of 21st century continuous lifelong learning is vital to
ensure success. Whenever a new concept or idea is to be learnt, willingness to learn
helps the individual to acquire new knowledge or skill. Engineering Graduates have not
only to get subject proficiency but also almost equal competence in soft skills and
personality traits which include social graces, communication abilities, language skills,
personal habits, cognitive or emotional empathy, time management, teamwork and
leadership. Professional development requires self-directed, independent learning. I am
happy that P-PROSKEP Department is actively involved in soft skills training and
sharpening the learning ability of each and every student.
I congratulate the editorial board for bringing out this newsletter and wish the students a
grand success in their endeavors.

Dr. S. M. Seth
Chairman, Poornima Foundation,
Chairperson, Poornima University
(Former Director, NIH, Roorkee)

“JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN”
JAI HIND.

“

I am delighted to know that the Department of P-PROSKEP of PIET is enlightening
its students of all the happenings in a nut-shell through their Odd Semester
newsletter Poornima Spunk for the session 2016-2017.

Apart from having technical knowledge, an employable engineering graduate is
supposed to possess various interpersonal skills like aptitude, leadership, problem
solving, management of resources, English communication, creativity and innovations
etc. With the focus on strengthening communication skills this year, the language
classroom assumes great significance here wherein modern pedagogical methods and
technological resources can be utilized in complementing one another by teachers to
train students to learn and master English language. I hope that this newsletter will
provide a platform to language as well as engineering subject teachers and students
for meaningful discussions and deliberations on the strategies to empower the
Language of English.

ShashikantSinghi
Director General
Poornima Foundation

I wish faculty and staff members of the department all the success and pray for
their achievements in incorporating these attributes in their students to make them
able to compete against the best in the world.

“JAI HIND”

“JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN”
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“The people who get on in this world are the people who get up and look for the
circumstances they want, and, if they can’t find them, make them.”
-George Bernard Shaw
It fills me with immense pleasure to declare the advent of second edition of the
newsletter“POORNIMA SPUNK-2016” which will be surely witnessing a major
change in communication pattern, with expanding social spheres and professionals
working in multi cultural environment. The PIETians will be encouraged to prove world
class to remain competent and successful.
I wish the department and editorial team for successful ventures and congratulate
them for all their tireless efforts in getting the newsletter see the light of the day.

Dr. A .K. Bansal
Campus Director
P.I.E.T. Jaipur

“JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN”

“Those who will succeed in the 21st century are not who can read and write,
but those who can unlearn, learn and re-learn again and again.” - Elvin Toffler
I would like to welcome you back for the second newsletter “POORNIMA SPUNK”2016 of P-PROSKEP Department. Pictorial round up of the events of the year with
brief descriptions will indeed catch the eyes and captivate the minds of the
readers. The staff and students involved in these events will be thrilled to see their
faces and contributions. Even the others will find the accounts very informative.
Above all, it will be a brief historical record of the growth of the college activities.
Those actively involved in getting the newsletter ready will find ample scope for
expressing their creative, photographic, and journalistic talents. My best wishes are
with you in your worthwhile creative endeavor.

Dr. Gautam Singh
Chief Proctor
P.I.E.T. Jaipur

“JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN”

“We along with our community, commit to deliberate excellence for all
learners by engaging and educating the whole person to succeed in a
dynamic society.”

It is indeed a great pleasure to note that P PROSKEP DEPARTMENT has accomplished
another year of excellence with fun and enjoyable memories in spite of challenges and
hardships. As the department has valued each student as an individual and as a part of
community so that no one feels isolated and ignored. The department used every moment
of joy to serve the students and saw every challenge as an opportunity to grow. I once
again take a great pleasure and pride in introducing you P PROSKEP Department’s second
edition of POORNIMA SPUNK-2016”. This news letter is a knowledge sharing platform
depicting the vivacious activities and creativity of students of the students PIET. I am
sure you will find much worthy information to adopt and follow. I extend my sincere

PratibhaSisodia
HOD,PPROSKEP
P.I.E.T. Jaipur

gratitude to the editorial team for their laudable efforts.
“JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN”
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Igniting Wisdom
Wordo Mania
Wordo Mania is the activity that shows the creativity of the
students and enhances their writing skills and understanding
level .Some of the words were given and with the usage of
those words, students have created wonderful piece of
writing such as articles,paragraph, essay writing etc.This
activity develops the writing skills & thought process of the
students.

Independence Day Celebration
Department celebrated Independence day with very high
patriotism.We

had different participants

of different

genres. They sang, recited poem, presented documentaries,
made posters, sketched and orated their speech etc. All the
participants gave an outstanding and overwhelming response.
The elevated patriotism once again filled every heart with
joy.

Teachers Day Celebration
To show the gratitude towards the gurus of the institution,
students came forward to show their gestures. The
students gifted teachers with the bouquet of touching
thoughts, presented the documentary, song, speech and
many more applauding performances.

Debate competition
To showcase the public skills talent the Department
conducted a Debate competition. The students participated
with zeal and both the teams presented their positions
clearly and logically. It is said that “It is better to debate a
question without settling it, than to settle a question
without debating it.” This competition proved to be heated
with both side arguments.

Brochure designing
A well-designed brochure is an advertising tool to
commercialize a business and its product and services, not
only for its captivating visual effects, but for the lots of
product-specific information featured in it. Students capture
the attention of potential customers of housing, flats and Vilas
especially in the case of small and emerging businesses that are
on a tight budget. They designed unique brochure with its
specifications,features and layout. It was a thrilling experience.
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Senior interaction
Senior often shows the path to the younger
ones with all
.
the accountability and serve them in as possible ways as
they can. A session was conducted by Ayushi Bhatnagar
and Ishita Jain. They assisted the students by ushering them
the path to find their own destiny. All the mentors guided
them the career path, the skills that students should reflect
and the approach for building the career.

Extempore
To develop spontaneity i.e. thinking on the spot and expressing
the thoughts an Extempore competition was held in the
department which channelized the thought process and oral
interactive strategies of the students. The topics were related
to various fields such as Current Affairs, Social Management
,Lifestyle , Technology , idioms and phrases etc.The students
actively participated and presented their impromptu speech
very effectively

Company Profile Competition- To explore and get
acquainted with the respective companies of the specific
branches, a competition took place in the department and
the students showed their keen interest and participated
very actively. This was the competition in which students
showed their curiosity to know more about companies
which make students capable of spreading their wings to
be the part of these MNC’S Giants.

INTERVIEW
Job interviews can be a nerve-wracking experience for the applicant to provide a real time experience. To get rid of interview
jittery a session has been conducted for the students to enable them to
learn and analyze so that they get familiar with the demands of a
given position. The process allows both parties to exchange
information, ask questions and evaluate the potential for establishing
a professional working relationship. Both parties have an opportunity
to get a “feel” for one another and determine if the chemistry is
right.

Corporate Bytes
Psychological Boundries
“Givers need to set limits because takers rarely do.”
― Rachel Wolchin
How often do you say “yes” when you’d like to say “no?”
If you feel resentful or victimized and are blaming someone or something, it might mean that you haven’t
been setting boundaries. Setting boundaries tells people, how they can treat us. Boundaries are
personal, emotional spaces that people learn to impose on others, to preserve the value of self love.
Healthy Personal Boundaries = Taking responsibility for your own actions and emotions,
while NOT taking responsibility for the actions or emotions of others.
It seems it’s the kindest of persons who have the greatest challenges with boundaries. The people who
don’t want to turn their back on someone… but are starting to feel like they are suffocating.It’s important
to be nice in a way that’s healthy for everyone involved (especially you), so that you’re not consistently
holding the short end of the stick.
Learning to set healthy personal boundaries is necessary for maintaining a positive self-concept, or selfimage:
1. Practice Self-Respect ― Know Your Individual Rights.
2. Change Your Attitude about Having To Be Nice All the Time .
3. Distinguish Being Kind to People from Having To Do Things For Them.
4. Don’t Try To Please Everyone and Don’t Try To Please Any One Person All the Time.
5. Know How to Say “No” ― Gently But Firmly.
6. Know that you’re not Responsible For Other People’s Feelings.
7. The more you give to them, the less they appreciate what you offer.
In conclusion, there’s absolutely nothing wrong with offering your generosity and kindness to those in
needs or to the well deserving, or just because you have a big heart. At the same time, it’s healthy and
wise to be a good person who also knows how to set appropriate boundaries. Nice people deserve the
same love, appreciation, and respects they give to others. It is in affirming these values that you begin to
find your own identity, and discover your true voice. YOU DESERVE NOTHING LESS.
Setting boundaries isn’t selfish. Its self-love – you say “yes” to yourself each time you say “no.”
- BY Charvi Didwania (Counselor PF )

SELF MANAGEMENT
"The first and best victory is to conquer self"

-PLATO

"You don't become a good manager until you manage yourself. The day you do, roads will
open for you."
If a man will understand how intimately, how inseparably self control and happiness are
associated, then he will understand that- "Management is doing things right and leadership
is doing the right things.” What we do on some great occasions will probably depend on what
we already are, and what we are, will be the result of previous years of self discplines and
management.I think, it is the necessity of life which generate ideas of right and wrong. A
wise man will make opportunities than he finds.
One more thing that need to be remembered is "Time is the scarcest resource and unless it
is managed, nothing can be managed."If we want something done, we must have to realise
that -more things we do, the more we can do.According to me , the daily calender is our
friend. We have million things to do, but we can't find suffiecient time to complete all of
them, but they all need to be done. So, before retiring a day, take few minutes to fill out
your online or paper calender to layout tomorrow's tasks and events. Make a practice of
including every particular entry, so that when you wake up, it include a summary of the most
important things that you need to do. We can call all this a time management challenge or
self management challenge.
Finally, manage your life, enjoy your life and ask yourself that, "Am, I in control of my own
destiny."
- Aman Sharma

Sharpen your Ken
Being an Engineer, we need to hone our skills to show persistency in existing products. Going forward,
we’ll need a generation of professionals who have strong yearn to learn and eager to keep pace with the
times. They will pioneer new ways of combining business and technology to be more productive, and
they’ll update old work models to match. Organizations across industries will look for curious, flexible,
data-driven minds in both blue collar and white collar jobs. They’ll want people with the proven ability to
keep learning and stay relevant in their field of expertise; people who actively pursue opportunities
where their transferable skills might be applicable. Into this fray of changing needs and demands
inevitably comes the idea of “agile talent,” and the growing significance of what is generally referred to
as either the “gig” or the “on-demand” economy. As fast-moving technologies and quickly changing
demands emerge as potential challenges, fast-moving hiring practices and quick-learning talent emerge
as potential solutions.
The emphasis on creativity, speed, and efficiency is a theme that runs through all the perspectives
gathered here, and we are now led to a seemingly inevitable conclusion—smaller, faster, smarter
approaches to higher learning are a necessity for both companies and professionals.
To succeed in those roles, they’ll need to wholeheartedly embrace a lifelong learning ethos that is
proactive, flexible, and omnivorous when it comes to knowledge and new skills. Only by doing so they
can remain relevant, competitive, and in-demand.
- SAKSHEE (ASST. PROFESSOR)
P-PROSKEP

P-PROSKEP AT AAROHAN

EMINENCE
FACULTY
Pratibha Sisodia
Associate Professor HoD English P-PROSKEP
Published a book titled “Indian Education –A Philosophical Evaluation”
Published a paper titled “English Language Teaching in Digital Era”
Session taken in PCE Electrical branch 7th semester titled- “E-Mail Writing”
Session taken in PCE Electrical branch 7th semester titled- “Interview Skills”
Session taken in PIET EC branch 7th semester titled- “E-Mail Writing”
Session taken in PIET in“Anti-Women Harassment Cell”
Session taken in PU First year titled- “Personality Development”
Judged a Debate Competition in Jaipur National University
Sakshee
Assistant Professor P-PROSKEP
Pursuing PhD
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Devendra Singh Chundawat(Poetry
Recitation)
Sunny Bhatnagar(Speech)
Vishal Soni (Speech)
Priyanka (Singing)
Riyazuddin Ansari (Poster making)
Payal Kumari (Poster making)
Sagar and group (Drama)

EE
Rajlal (Poetry making)
Divyansh and group ( Documentary)
Mohit Gothwal (Speech)
Hiteh Jain (Speech)
Rahul Sharma (Singing)
Vaibhav Tiwari (Singing)
Enesh Nigam (Singing)
Himanshu Sharma (Poster making)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CS(A )
Aditya Kumar Sharma (Poetry
recitation)
Gaurav Choudhary (Documentary)
Gaurav Goyal and group
(Documentary)
Abhishek Sharma (Speech)
Ankit Khumawat (Speech)
Anupam Seervi (Singing)
Anupam Shrivastav (Singing)
Harshita and Konica

Civil (A )
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keshav Gurjar(speech)
Anish Kumar (speech)
Naresh Suthar (singing)
Apoorva Jain (poster making)
Babita Pandey (poster making)
Aman Sharma (essay writing)
Kishor Kuamar (essaywriting)

CS (B)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Shuchi Tyagi (Speech)
Pankaj Sharama (Speech)
Pinku Kumar Jha (Singing)
Ravina (Singing)
Tripti (Singing)
Shayam Singh Shekhawat(Singing)
Ravi Sharma (Poster making)
Pranav Thakur (Poster making)
Sunil kumar Jangid (Poster
making)
10. Raghuveer Singh Bhati (Essay
writng)
11. Saurav Choudhary (Essay writing)
12. Swinal Mesharam ( Essay writing)
1.
2.
3.
4.

EC
Shazia Shegufta (Poster making)
Sakshi Maheshwari (Poster making)
Naman Sharma (Singing)
Girdhar Gautam (Singing)

Creativity

Editorial Team

ANISH KUMAR
2nd YEAR (CIVIL)

AMIT SHARMA
2nd YEAR (CIVIL)

Mrs. SAKSHEE
P-PROSKEP

Mrs. PRATIBHA SISODIA
P-PROSKEP {HoD}

AMAN SHARMA
2nd YEAR (CIVIL)

MOHIT AGARWAL
2nd YEAR (CIVIL)

